We have developed a new atomic force microscope ͑AFM͒, with a z scanner independent of the xy scanner. Unlike conventional AFM systems, our xy scanner moves only the sample in the xy plane, while the z scanner controls the AFM probe along the z axis. The xy scanner is a single module parallel-kinematics flexure stage that guarantees high orthogonality and minimum out-of-plane motion. The z scanner is a one-dimensional flexure stage with negligible out-of-axis motion. Separating the z scanner from the xy scanner practically eliminates the x -z cross coupling problem inherent in conventional AFMs. Furthermore, the z servo response is no longer limited by the xy scanner characteristics, allowing us to make full use of our high performance z scanner. Our system uses the laser beam bounce detection method, and only the cantilever and the photodetector are mounted on the z scanner to realize a lightweight probing unit. We have devised a unique design such that the photodetector signal measures only the cantilever deflection and not the z-scanner motion. Our new AFM provides fast z servo response and high scan accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
The atomic force microscope ͑AFM͒ is a powerful instrument in nanometer-scale science and technology. Since its invention in 1986, 1 AFM has evolved significantly, refining its capabilities and conveniences. Most often, a micromachined cantilever with a sharp tip on the edge is used as the probe, and either the sample or the probe is mounted on a piezoelectric tube that acts as a three-dimensional actuator. Cantilever deflection due to tip-sample interaction is measured by casting a laser beam on the cantilever and detecting the reflected beam with a position sensitive photodetector ͑PSPD͒. 2 An AFM with the described configuration has a high vertical sensitivity and is relatively easy to implement. However, practical design requirements in implementation often limit and degrade the performance of the AFM. An optical aligning mechanism is a necessity in a laser-beam-bouncedetection system, where the laser-beam path must be adjusted so that the beam correctly falls on the small cantilever and hits the center of the PSPD. An AFM probing unit thus includes optical components such as mirrors, lenses, and fine screws, in addition to the basic components ͑laser source, PSPD, and cantilever͒; these components add significant weight to the probing unit. The resonance frequency of any actuator decreases with the attached mass, and if the heavy probing unit were to be attached to the scanner, acceptable imaging speeds would not be achieved without sacrificing accuracy. Therefore, early AFM models kept the probing unit stationary and controlled the sample position with the scanner.
However, the ''sample-scanning'' design utilizing a tube scanner can handle only small and light samples. To deal with large and heavy samples such as silicon wafers, ''probescanning'' AFM was invented, in which the tube scanner scans the cantilever only with limited scan range. 3 In order to scan large area, the whole probing unit was miniaturized and scanned by the tube scanner. 4 But even the miniaturized probing unit has a considerable mass, and inevitably the z servo response is degraded. Also, AFM use becomes quite inconvenient after miniaturization. One example is how the tiny screws placed for laser alignment require a special tool for manipulation. An alternative method in reducing the probing unit mass is to minimize the number of optical components attached. In one such design, the laser source is fixed on the frame, and small lenses are mounted inside the tube scanner in such a way that the laser beam coming from above reflects off the cantilever and hits the photodetector regardless of the tube motion. 5, 6 But, as the tube scanner bends to change tip position, the laser beam does not perfectly follow the cantilever and the laser-beam spot position on the PSPD changes, causing measurement errors and tracking force variations.
In addition to the difficulties in developing a large sample AFM, there are also serious problems common in all AFMs that limit their use: Scanner-induced errors and slow speed. A piezoelectric tube is the scanner of choice for most systems, and its shortcomings directly affect AFM measurements. A piezoelectric tube is not an orthogonal threedimensional actuator: To move one end along the xy plane, the tube must bend toward the desired direction, and the bending naturally produces a tilt and a change in height. Thus, a serious cross coupling exists between the xy-plane and z-axis motions. The large nonlinearity of the piezoelectric tube, hysteresis, and creep further complicate its motion. Position sensors can be used to deal with many of these problems, 7 but the z cross talk from the flexing motion of the tube cannot be compensated, resulting in measurement errors and background curvature artifacts in AFM images. Using a tripod scanner does not improve the nonlinearity and cross talk problem much. 8 Slow imaging speed common in AFM is also a problem derived from the scanner. A typical tube scanner has a moderately high resonance frequency of 1 kHz when actuated only along the z axis ͑along the axis of the cylindrical tube͒, but a low resonance frequency of 200-300 Hz when actuated in xy directions ͑along the radial directions͒. Since the tube is used for three-dimensional positioning, the lower xy resonance frequency sets the limit, slowing down the z servoresponse and in turn the image throughput. In practice, a tubescanner-based AFM usually operates the scanning unit at only a few Hz in the fast scan direction for regular scan sizes of 1-10 m; faster scan rates degrade the image quality. Furthermore, the tube scanner does not have a force strong enough to drive conventional probing units or samples at high speeds.
Cantilevers with integrated actuator can increase the imaging speed dramatically due to their fast response, but only in the contact mode AFM. 9 For the noncontact mode, the scan speed is limited by the cantilever settling time. Additional Q control improves the noncontact mode imaging speed, 10 but not to the full potential of the self-actuated cantilevers. Besides, a wide variety of AFM cantilevers and tips are used for different scanning probe microscopy ͑SPM͒ applications, and it is difficult to implement these different probes into the self-actuated cantilever design. Other practical problems, such as limited z-scan range and high manufacturing cost, also make the self-actuated cantilevers unsuitable for general applications.
II. NEW SCAN SYSTEM
We have developed a new ''cross-talk eliminating'' ͑XE͒ scan system, which successfully addresses all of the problems mentioned herein. The key concept is to separate the z scanner from the xy scanner as shown in Fig. 1 . We use a two-dimensional flexure stage to scan only the sample in xy directions, and a stacked piezoelectric actuator to control the cantilever position along z axis. This configuration allows improved scan accuracy and increased imaging speed.
Our design practically eliminates the cross coupling between xy and z directions, doing away with the background curvature artifacts common in AFM images. The xy and z scanners are fixed on the outer frame in such a way that the z-scanner axis is perpendicular to the xy-scanner plane. The xy scanner of our XE system is a single module parallelkinematics flexure stage, 11 which, by design, guarantees high orthogonality and excellent out-of-plane motion profile. The z scanner is a straight one-dimensional flexure stage built on a stacked piezoactuator. Since the xy scanner and the z scanner promise minimum out-of-plane and out-of-axis motions, respectively, they can be used to realize a highly orthogonal scan system.
The beauty of our concept shines when it comes to imaging speed. Because the xy scanner and the z scanner are physically independent in our scan system, the z servo response is determined only by the z-scanner bandwidth and not by the xy-scanner characteristics. The stacked piezoelectric actuator incorporated in the z-flexure stage has a resonance frequency over 10 kHz. The flexure stage is appropriately preloaded to realize high push-pull force, and when the probing unit is attached, the z scanner shows a resonance frequency of 2 kHz. Helped by fast electronics that make full use of the high-speed scanner, the XE design significantly improves the z servoresponse characteristics over conventional systems, and a significant increase in imaging speed can be expected without sacrificing accuracy. Experiments show a nearly four-to five-fold increase in image throughput.
Our xy scanner is capable of scanning even the large and heavy samples ͑ϳ1 kg͒ up to a few hundred Hz. The resonance frequency is measured at 1 kHz, for both x and y axes. Nonlinearity and hysteresis effects of the piezoelectric actuators are corrected by optical sensors and DSP-based digital feedback. Switching between xy scanners of different scan sizes is a simple matter in the XE design, thanks to the independent xy-and z-scanner design. In a conventional AFM, making a compromise between scan size and z servoresponse was needed because the tube size directly affects the z servoresponse. This is no longer necessary in the XE scan system, where the xy scanner may be tailored to the desired application without risking performance loss.
III. HIGH ACCURACY PROBING UNIT
At the heart of our AFM design is a novel arrangement of laser source, PSPD, and laser aligning mechanism to achieve a lightweight and high-accuracy probing unit. In a high-accuracy AFM probing unit, the laser beam spot position on PSPD must not be affected by the z-scanner motion and change only with the cantilever deflection. Our initial design is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The laser source is mounted on a stationary frame, and the laser beam reflects through a fixed prism to approach the cantilever from directly above. The prism is mounted on a glass plate whose angle can be slightly adjusted to position the laser beam on the cantilever. Since the laser beam path is vertical ͑parallel to the z-scanner axis͒, the laser beam always falls on the same point on the cantilever regardless of the z-scanner motion. The focal depth of the laser beam ͑ϳ1 mm͒ is very long compared to the z-scanner travel range ͑ϳ10 m͒, and so a change in the beam spot size on cantilever is negligible. After bouncing off the cantilever, the laser beam then reflects off a vertically aligned steering mirror to finally hit the PSPD. The steering mirror is fixed on a stationary frame, while the PSPD is mounted on the z scanner. Two thumbscrews on diagonal edges of the steering mirror can change the mirror angle by small amounts, and they are adjusted before imaging to align the laser beam on the center of the PSPD. Since the steering mirror is vertical, the laser-beam spot position on the PSPD does not change with z-scanner displacements along z axis. Since the PSPD detects only the cantilever deflection and not the z-scanner motion, the optical arrangement described so far guarantees accurate measurement. Also, the cantilever and PSPD are the only components mounted on the z scanner, allowing a lightweight probing unit.
But a modification was made to the initial design for practical purposes. We wanted to incorporate an on-axis optical microscope into our AFM system, and the vision-related components required a clearance above the cantilever. In our second design, we repositioned the PSPD and the steering mirror as shown in Fig. 3 . The steering mirror plane is no longer vertical, and the laser beam bouncing off the steering mirror travels a horizontal path to hit the lowered PSPD. The new PSPD position allows a good clearance over the cantilever. However, this configuration does have a disadvantage: The laser-beam spot on the PSPD changes with the z-scanner motion. Let be the angle that the cantilever makes with the xy plane. When the z scanner displaces the cantilever by a distance h, the position of the laser-beam spot on the PSPD changes by h (1-sin 2) . For a typical angle of ϭ15°, (1-sin 2) is equal to 0.5, which means that a scanner motion of 10 nm creates a beam spot displacement of roughly 5 nm. In our system, cantilever deflection is optically magnified by a factor of 500, and it follows that the 5 nm change in beam spot displacement is equivalent to about a 0.1 Å change in sample height. The error is small but, nonetheless, causes height measurement errors and spurious variations in the tracking force. Fortunately, this problem can be addressed through electronic or software compensation since the relationship between the error term and the z-scanner motion is known.
A better method would be to eliminate the error altogether. Our third design eliminates the z-scanner-related error by introducing a second mirror and positioning the PSPD accordingly, as shown in Fig. 4 . The second mirror is parallel to the steering mirror and, as the diagram illustrates, the second mirror exactly compensates for the effect of the steering mirror. The laser-beam spot position on the PSPD does not vary with the z-scanner motion over the full scanner range. The clearance above the cantilever is preserved, and a direct on-axis optical microscope can be installed as shown in Fig. 5 .
IV. HIGH QUALITY OPTICAL VISION
The single-body, direct, on-axis optical microscope of our system provides a much better vision than the optical microscopes provided on conventional large sample AFMs. 4 -6 The referred systems both use an oblique mirror in front of the objective lens to view the cantilever and the sample. The oblique mirror does not cover the full light path, degrading the resolution of optical view. Defects in the mir-
Initial design of the beam-bounce-detection mechanism for the XE scan system. The PSPD and the cantilever are mounted on the z scanner, while the laser source, the laser aligning mechanism, and the steering mirror are fixed on the frame. The PSPD and the cantilever move together by equal amounts .   FIG. 3 . Second design of the beam-bounce-detection mechanism. PSPD was lowered to make clearance for optical microscope. However, small errors are introduced in this design: Laser-beam spot position on the PSPD changes with z-scanner motion.
ror often obscure the vision as well. Worse yet, to pan the viewing area, the objective lens is moved out of its optical axis, introducing significant blurring. In contrast to these systems, our AFM accommodates a direct on-axis optical microscope with no intervening mirrors, providing the highestquality optical vision. The objective lens, tube lens, and charge coupled device camera are rigidly fixed on a single block and the components move as a whole for vision adjustments. Changing the focus and panning the view does not affect the vision quality. Figure 6 shows unprocessed AFM images of a bare silicon wafer taken with a conventional AFM 12 ͓Fig. 6͑a͔͒, and with the XE system ͓Fig. 6͑b͔͒. Since the silicon wafer is atomically flat, the curvatures in the image are effectively artifacts induced by the scanner. Figure 6͑c͒ shows cross sections of the images in Figs. 6͑a͒ and 6͑b͒. As expected, the intrinsic x -z cross coupling of the tube scanner results in large out-of-plane motion, giving maximum z displacement of 80 nm when the scanner travels 15 m in the x axis ͑0.53% background curvature͒. In contrast, the XE scan system shows a mere 1-1.5 nm out-of-plane motion for the same scan range ͑0.01% background curvature͒. We observe a reduction in the background curvature by a factor of 50.
V. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
The z servoresponse was tested by imaging a porous polymer microgel ͑Styrene-Divinyl-benzene͒ sample. Figures 7͑a͒ and 7͑b͒ shows two-and three-dimensional ren- dered images of the data acquired by our AFM in noncontact mode. The diameter of this polymer sphere is about 5 m, and there are fine porous structures on its surface. Figure  7͑b͒ shows the upper hemisphere of the polymer along with the bottom substrate surface. Note the same aspect ratio in all three axes. As evident in the images, the z servoresponse is accurate enough to follow the steep curvature of the polymer sphere as well as the small porous structures, without crashing or sticking.
The increased image throughput was tested by imaging semiconductor samples. The z servo bandwidth of the XE system is currently at about 2 kHz, which is four to five times higher than that of a conventional tube-scanner-based AFM. We can expect an equivalent increase in the maximum acceptable imaging scan rate. Figures 8͑a͒ and 8͑b͒ are the images of self-aligned contacts of a dynamic random access memory ͑DRAM͒ device, acquired at different scan rates: Fig. 8͑a͒ at 1 Hz x-scan rate, and Fig. 8͑b͒ at 10 Hz x-scan rate. Figure 8͑c͒ shows line profiles of both images at a same position. The overall shape, size, and height of small bumps and spacing between them are nearly identical in both images. As evident in the data, the XE system is capable of obtaining images at much higher scan rates without sacrificing resolution.
VI. DISCUSSION
We have developed a novel AFM with the following advantages: ͑1͒ High scan accuracy guaranteed by the XE design, ͑2͒ large-sample handling capability thanks to the accurate and strong xy flexure scanner, ͑3͒ high image throughput made possible by the high speed z scanner, ͑4͒ operation convenience ͑laser beam alignment can be done without any tools͒, and ͑5͒ high-quality optical vision realized by accommodating a direct on-axis optical microscope. Especially, the cross-coupling elimination guarantees highly accurate topographical data over wide scan ranges, opening new horizons for AFM in industrial applications that require quantitative analysis. Using the XE design, AFM can be expected to deliver successfully in applications such as metrology, overall planarity inspection in magnetoresistance head, gross erosion inspection in chemical mechanical polishing ͑CMP͒ process, etc. Furthermore, the xy scanner can be tailored to fit a specific application without affecting the system performance, which again will prove to be advantageous in industrial and research applications.
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